
A Taste of Chiapas 
What do you know about Café Justo? 

Visit the different stations to learn more 
about Café Justo and how it is addressing 

root causes of migration  by building       
relationships across borders! 

1)  Name the three states of Mexico where Café Justo has cooperatives. 
 

2)  In which country has Café Justo helped start two cooperatives? 
 
 
3)  What are the three types of coffee beans that members of the Café Justo cooperative grow? 
 

4)  The Salvador Urbina and El Aguila coops grow their coffee on the Volcano Tacana.  In 

which country is the cone of the volcano?  

 

5)  How many calories are in an 8 oz. cup of black coffee? 

 

6)  What are two features of the Café Justo packaging that makes it distinctive from all other 

coffees? 

 

7)  What steps have to be done between picking the coffee fruit and roasting the coffee bean? 

 

8)  What is the coffee tree’s fruit called?  What color is it when it is ripe? 

 

9)  Which coffee type has the highest caffeine content?  The lowest? 

 

10)  Which coffee type has the largest bean?  The smallest? 



11) Name two places in the US where coffee is grown.  
 

12)  Because the cooperative of coffee farmers own the roasting facility and roast, package and 
sale the coffee they grow, what two benefits (in addition to a more stable and higher price for 
their green coffee) do they receive that no other coffee farmers in the region (and perhaps the 
world) receive? 
 

13)  Where did coffee originally come from? 
 

14)  Why were so many coffee farmers leaving the lush tropical areas of the south of Mexico in 
the 1990’s and 2000’s to go to the dry desert areas of the northern part of Mexico? 
 
 
15)  Around 13% of the price of a bag of Fair Trade Coffee goes to the farmer who grew the 
beans.  In “Store-Brand” coffee, the ten year coffee, the ten year average is much less.  What 
percentage of the price of a bag of Café Justo goes to the farmer? 
 
 
16)  What is the name of the Presbyterian bi-national ministry that gave a $20,000 start-up loan 
to the farmers who formed Café Justo? 
 
 
15)  What Scripture passage(s) does Café Justo seek to embody? 
 
 
16)  How is Café Justo translated in English?  Why do you think the cooperative is named Café 
Justo? 
 
 
17)  BONUS/Final Jeopardy Answer How is your cup of coffee connected to your faith?  
 

Agenda 

10:30 AM   Registration and Coffee “Stations”:  Coffee Tasting; Coffee: From Tree To Cup;  

  Coffee Soap and Jewlery; Slideshow; Documentary: Small Solutions For Global Problems 

11:00 AM   Gathering Around Tables, Welcome and Opening Prayer 

11:10 AM   Adrian Gonzalez, Director of Customer Relations Café Justo; presentation and q and a 

11:50 AM   Lunch 

12:20 PM   “What Do You Know About Café Justo?” 

12:30 PM  Charge and Benediction 


